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Moooi Random Light II Pendant

SOURCE: https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/moooi-random-light-ii-pendant/20401

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Bertjan Pot

Random II Light by Moooi

The Random Lights are part of the Moooi Originals collection
since 2001. This design has become iconic and loved by many.
The Randoms are unique due to the way they are made and
never completely round. Transparency and delicacy are their
greatest attributes. After Bertjan Pot graduated from the Design
Academy in Eindhoven, he started experimenting with the
remains of his graduation project. It was then that he created the
Random pendant which impressed Moooi founder, Marcel
Wanders. This is the first design by Bertjan for Moooi, and
although he envisioned it as an interior object, it developed into
an iconic suspension.

Now, almost two decades later, the Random Light is still as
relevant and quintessential as then. Moooi has committed to
improving all of their Moooi Originals in honour of all the great
designs in their collection. Collaborating with Bertjan, Moooi has
updated the Random Lights and delivered a high-quality,
upgraded user experience while keeping Berthan's design as a
key focus. The result...Random Light II.

As before, the Random Light II is available in a large, medium or
small sizes and you can choose between a black or white colour.
The pendant comes with a matching ceiling rose, black for the
black version and white for the white. The round disk is in a fixed
position on the shade and branded with Mooi's logo and the name
of the designer.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x Max 10W E27 LED (included)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: Large - Ø110cm
Medium - Ø80cm
Small - Ø50cm

Cable Length: 400cm
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